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Jury Notes
"The wall or " mountain", seen at 55 miles
per hour on the freeway, must be known at a
glance... while the opposite is true of the
"village" behind ...broken down for individual connection ... doctor and patient in
very stressful situations - the need for
psychological comfort."

The New Mexico Heart Clinic houses the practice of six cardiovascular specialists. The site lies
adjacent to an interstate freeway and a major medical facility in Albuquerque. The pull of each
of these promin ent features underscores programmatic tensions: the importance of high-tech,
life-saving equipment and attention to the personal and psychological comfort of clients;
demands on the physicians imposed by the size and nature of the practice and the need for individual , thoughful study and research; and the formal issue posed by the scale of freeway speed
in contrast to the scale of pedestrian approach.
The design of the facility embodies this juxtaposition of contrasting elements. The monolithic,
stratified, masonry wall enfolds an aggregated village form and protects the grouping from the
freeway . At 55 miles per hour the mountainous wall form can be taken in at a glance. A patient
approaching from the fragmented side, however , is greeted by the residential-scale assemblage
recalling the settlements of Northern New Mexico.
The stratification and composition of a mountain is implied in the wall by the split-faced block;
the building systems and appearance of a village are suggested by the planes of varicolored stucco
and the roof shapes of the articulated pieces.
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